Section 8: Boundary Reviews
Boundary Evolution:
Boundaries are established/created as a result of several factors – for example: upon the construction of a new school
or as the result of school consolidations or enrolment pressures. The shape, or contour, of a boundary can be
attributed to residential development or land formations. Land parcels are often not perfectly square ‘geographic
blocks’ of land. Geographic features (e.g. rivers, escarpments) and ‘man-made’ features (e.g. rail lines, major arteries
and highways) also influence boundary lines. It may become necessary to make modifications to boundaries
(boundary changes) as enrolments change, leading to accommodation pressures at a school - or conversely, empty
spaces. Other factors which impact enrolments include program changes, shifts in community demographics, the
capacity of buildings and residential developments.
Considerations:
Boundary changes are often a solution when addressing an accommodation pressure for one school while another
neighbouring school is underutilized. Boundary changes are not convenience measures and only considered when
necessary. The following are items to consider when contemplating a boundary change:







Current and projected utilization of the schools involved
Condition of the facilities
Have the schools been involved in a boundary change in the recent history?
Rectifying boundary irregularities may require the review of more than two schools
Altering attendance boundaries in one panel (e.g. elementary) should be done in concert with consideration
of the other panel (e.g. secondary) and programs
What policies or procedures are in place to guide the boundary change?

Approved Boundary Reviews
Ancaster Tiffany – Approved in November of 2014: Determining the new boundary between existing Ancaster
Meadow Elementary School and New Ancaster Tiffany School which is projected to be open September 2016.
East Hamilton – Approved June 2014 as part of the East Hamilton Elementary Accommodation Review: Investigating
community will to reorganize boundaries between A.M. Cunningham, Memorial, Viscount Montgomery, Queen Mary
and W.H. Ballard.
Upcoming
Staff will be requesting approval for the South Secondary Boundary Review which will involve Nora Frances
Henderson, Sherwood and Sir Allan MacNab.
Please see Appendix D: HWDSB Boundary Review Policy for details on the boundary review process.
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